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Controversy has prevailed for two decades regarding the
meaning of the discovery by Murozumi, Chow, and Patterson
(1969), that lead/silica ratios in recent Greenland snow strata are
more than 100-fold above ratios in crustal rocks and soils. The
dispute centered on whether or not Murozumi et al. (1969)
erred when they also reported that lead/silica ratios in lower
snow strata thousands of years old were far less than those in
upper strata, being about the same as those in crustal rocks and
soils, because this meant that global atmospheric lead con-
centrations had increased enormously during the last two cen-
turies. This brief report presents new evidence obtained from
cooperative work on snow and ice-core samples collected by
French and Soviet investigators and aliquotted and analyzed in
an American ultra-clean laboratory. This study concerned lead,
salt, and dust concentrations in antarctic ice and snow, and
showed that lead/silica ratios in ancient snow strata are indeed
less than those in recent uppermost snow layers.

Initially, previous investigators repeating the work of
Murozumi et al. (1969) measured values for lead/silica ratios
which showed extreme excesses of lead above crustal rock val-
ues in older snow strata, as well as in younger layers. These later
findings were so common that it was generally believed that
measurements by Murozumi et al. (1969) in older snows were

wrong somehow, and that lead introduced into the atmosphere
by wind-stirred soil dusts was augmented by excessive addi-
tions from other natural sources, such as volcanic fumes and
lead alkyl gases formed by reducing bacteria in soils and oceans,
whose global emission fluxes had not been quantitatively
evaluated.

However, opinions have changed in recent years and the
consensus now is that earlier reports of excess lead in ancient
snow were caused by improperly controlled lead contamination
during sample collection and analysis. It is now generally be-
lieved that accurate, lead contamination-free measurements do
show an absence of excess lead in older snow strata, which are
overlain by younger strata containing large excesses of lead, and
that such a record does indeed reflect an enormous increase of
industrial lead emissions during the past century, initially from
smelteries and later by contributions from auto exhausts, so the
flux of these emissions now greatly exceeds the flux of natural
lead emissions to the global atmosphere (Peel 1986; Patterson
1987). A result of this change in global lead emissions is that
important species of plants and animals containing natural
amounts of lead are not available for scientific study because
they no longer live anywhere on Earth. Industrial lead aerosols
have contaminated the entire Earth's biosphere through global
transport, followed by dry deposition onto plant and animal fur
in terrestrial ecosystems and by rain-out into marine eco-
systems, so that unnaturally large excesses of lead are contained
in plants and in animals living in remote regions everywhere.

Global-scale evaluations of these excesses of industrial lead
have been made (10-fold in herbs and phytoplankton and 20- to
100-fold in terrestrial vertebrate herbivores and carnivores),
which allow lead levels in animals, tissues, and cells used for
present-day biochemical studies to be compared with hypo-
thetical natural lead levels in their counterparts which lived
during ancient, pre-industrial times. Such comparisons show
that living biochemical systems presently studied in laborato-
ries are contaminated 100- to 10,000-fold above natural levels
with excesses of industrial lead, because they are located in
urban regions which are the geographic sources of intense lead
emissions. This indicates that existing biochemical knowledge
is based on studies of living systems that are highly perturbed
and unnatural. Controls containing natural levels of lead,
which are ultra-low by present standards, do not yet exist and
have not yet been studied. This means that all biochemical
knowledge is founded on systems highly perturbed with toxic
lead, and nothing is known concerning how such systems may
differ from unperturbed, natural systems (Patterson, Shirahata,
and Ericson 1987).

Recent reports by Boutron and Patterson (1986, in press) and
Boutron et al. (in press) who used ultra-clean mass spec-
trometric isotopic dilution analytical techniques in their work in
the California Institute of Technology ultra-clean lead bio-
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geochemical laboratory in Pasadena and by Wolff and Peel
(1985) provide fresh evidence concerning occurrences of lead in
antarctic snow and ice which validates critical features of the
above model.

These studies show conclusively that recent snow layers in
Antarctica, geographically selected to be regionally significant
on a global scale and uncontaminated by lead emissions from
local sources, contain only 1 percent of the lead found in recent
snow-layer counterparts in the Arctic. This is expected if most of
the lead in the Earth's atmosphere is industrial, because most
industrial lead is emitted into a relatively isolated band of West-
erlies circling the Northern Hemisphere, and the residence time
for lead aerosols in air is short. If excessive, exotic natural
gaseous emissions of lead from soils, oceans, and volcanoes
had prevailed on a global scale in both hemispheres so as to
maintain for thousands of years a huge, short-lived at-
mospheric reservoir of lead in excess of that provided by soil
dusts, latitudinal variations in that reservoir would have been
much more modest.

Previous measurements of lead in air and in precipitation
have shown that accurate concentrations of lead in air, if they
have not been measured directly, can be computed indirectly
from measurements of lead in snow formed in that air by using
predetermined lead-in-rain/lead-in-air ratios. The new evi-
dence summarized in figure 1 indicates that lead concentrations
in antarctic air during the calm, warm Holocene interglacial
period 3,000 to 12,000 years ago were one-fifth of those existing
there now and were about one-millionth of those existing in the
air of most cities today.

These studies show that previous measurements of lead in
young snow strata were erroneously high because lead emis-
sions from base camp power plants and vehicular traffic had
contaminated the snow for distances of 200 kilometers, so that
lead concentrations in snow, even when properly measured,

1900
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Figure 1. Concentrations of lead in antarctic ice and snow from the
beginning of the Holocene interglacial to the present. Solid points:
from five ultra-clean interior subcores of sections of the Dome C
core (77039'S 124°10'E; 3,240 meters elevation, - 53°C mean annual
temperature) obtained by French drilling crews. Two of these points
with arrows are upper limits associated with radial transfer of con-
tamination along fractures to core section interiors. Open points:
from ultra-clean interior subcores of three permeable fir sections
of a core collected at stake D 55 of the Dumont d'Urville-stake D 80
trail (selected for absence of melt contamination). Open triangle:
1983 surface snow from an ultra-clean interior sub-section of a
block collected on the above trail at a site located more than 450
kilometers from any support base and untraveled for 10 preceding
years.

had only local, not regional global significance within areas of
this size surrounding base camps in Antarctica. Another source
of lead measurement error in this permeable type of snow was
found to originate from the transfer , to the interiors of the
samples of unavoidable lead contamination, added to the sur-
faces of porous snow block or core samples when they were
collected. It was carried by surface-tension creep through inter-
stices within films of moisture which were momentarily formed
when the samples were subjected to slight, inadvertent warm-
ing during handling and transport back to the home laboratory.
Lead concentrations shown in figure 1 are similar to those
found in water that has been highly purified in ultra-clean
laboratories. Measurement of such ultra-low lead con-
centrations within highly lead contaminated urban environ-
ments in which most scientific laboratories are located is a
difficult and challenging task.

New studies of lead in core sections of ancient, impermeable
antarctic ice prove conclusively that soil dusts and volcanic
emissions supplied most of the natural lead in air during an-
cient times. These latest data plotted in figure 2 show con-
centration maxima of both dust and lead in ice when wind
velocities were high during the final stages of the Wisconsin and
Illinois glacial periods. Starting 3,000 years ago and extending
back 150,000 years during an interval which covered two world-
wide cycles of glacial growth and recession, concentrations of
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Figure 2. Variations of concentrations of total lead, dust lead, and
volcanic lead in antarctic ice across the Wisconsin/Holocene and
Illinois/Sangamon boundaries. Dust lead was computed from meas-
ured dust concentrations and the known mean lead/dust ratio, while
volcanic lead was computed from measured non-sea salt sulfate
concentrations and known volcanic (silica)/nss (silica) and volcanic
(lead)/volcanic (silica) ratios. Contributions from lead enriched in
sea spray salt were insignificant. Occurrences were measured in the
Dome C core described in figure 1, and in the 2,083-meter Vostok
core obtained by Russian drilling crews from East Antarctica. Oxy-
gen-18/oxygen-16 temperatures and ice era age assignments from
Lorius et al. (1985).
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soil dust and lead in the global atmosphere and in antarctic ice
waxed and waned together, and when their concentrations
were high, their ratios were in harmony with the ratio in crustal
rocks and soils, indicating lead in air came from soil dust aero-
sols at those times.

Lead concentration maxima in ice and air during late Illinois
and Wisconsin glaciations were only one-tenth of con-
centrations existing in the Arctic today, however, and during
calmer, warm interglacial periods (like those which prevail to-
day), when wind velocities were low, concentration minima of
lead in ice and air were about one-five-hundredth of those in the
Arctic today.

During such times when atmospheric dust concentrations
were low, volcanic emissions, as correctly supposed previously,
were indeed an important source of lead in air, accounting for
about half the total. Volcanic lead contributions did not dwarf
dust lead contributions by 100-fold factors during such times,
however, and are computed from measurements of non-sea salt
sulfate in snow, combined with the known global fraction of
such sulfate which is volcanic (determined from the global
sulfur cycle) and the known global volcanic-lead/volcanic-sulfur
ratio (determined from measurements in volcanic gases) (Pat-
terson and Settle in press).

It has been suggested that lead enriched in sea spray salt
might be a significant source of exotic excess lead in snow and
ice. The enrichment factor for natural lead in sea spray during
ancient times has been determined (Patterson and Settle in
press), and this factor, when combined with measured con-
centrations of sea salts in ice, indicates that no significant contri-
butions of lead in ice originated from this source.

It would greatly extend knowledge of the geochemistry of
polar snow and ice if these latest definitive studies of temporal
variations of lead in the antarctic tropospheric meridional cell
could be related to studies of a similar nature carried out in the
Arctic.

This work was supported in part by National Science Founda-
tion grants DPP 81-17250 and DPP 84-03490. California Institute
of Technology Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences
contribution number 4483.
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